The impact of breast cosmetic and functional outcomes on quality of life: long-term results from the St. George and Wollongong randomized breast boost trial.
The aims of this study were to evaluate the impact of cosmetic and functional outcomes after breast-conserving surgery (BCS) and radiation on quality of life (QOL). In this exploratory analysis; baseline, 5 and 10 years data of patient's assessment of breast cosmesis, arm swelling/pain, limitation of movement, loss of feeling in fingers and breast sensitivity/tenderness were dichotomized and their impact on QOL (QLQ-C30) were assessed. Multivariable modelling was also performed to assess associations with QOL. The St. George and Wollongong randomized trial randomized 688 patients into the boost and no boost arms. 609, 580, and 428 patients had baseline, 5 and 10 years cosmetic data available, respectively. Similar numbers had the various functional assessments in the corresponding period. By univariate analysis, cosmesis and a number of functional outcomes were highly associated with QOL. Adjusted multivariate modelling showed that cosmesis remained associated with QOL at 5 and 10 years. Breast sensitivity, arm pain, breast separation, age and any distant cancer event were also associated with QOL on multivariate modelling at 10 years. This study highlights the importance of maintaining favorable cosmetic and functional outcomes following BCS. In addition, the clinically and statistically significant relationship between functional outcomes and QOL shows the importance for clinicians and allied health professionals in identifying, discussing, managing, and limiting these effects in women with breast cancer in order to maintain QOL.